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Abstract.

The D st index is producedusinglow-latitude groundmagneticfield measurements
and frequentlyis usedas an estimateof the energydensityof the ring current carried
mainly by energetic(• 10- 200 keV) ionsrelativelycloseto the Earth. However,
other magnetosphericcurrent systemscan causefield perturbations at the Earth's
surface: for example, daysidemagnetopausecurrents are known to contribute to
the Dst index. It has also been suggestedthat the nightsidetail current sheet can
significantly affect the Dst index during high magnetic activity periods when the
currents are intense and flow relatively close to the Earth. In this study, several
disturbed periods are input into Tsyganenkomagnetic field models. From the
time series of the external and internal fields an artificial Dst index is computed
using the same procedure followed in the actual Dst calculation. A tail region
in the magnetosphereis explicitly defined and the T96 and T89 models are used
to calculate the effect of current within this tail region on ground measurements
and therefore on Dst. The results are then compared with the measured Dst to
determine the tail current contribution to Dst. It is found that for a geomagnetic
storm

and a storm-time

substorm

with

Dst

of •

80 nT the tail current

contribution

is between 22 and 26 nT. The same analysis is also applied to several isolated
non-storm-time substorms,yielding a nearly linear relationship between D st and
the tail current contribution. This contribution is approximately one quarter of
Dst.

1.

Introduction

Effectsdue to inducedcurrentsin the groundwere first
discussed
by Desslerand Parker [1959],who calculated
The Dst index has long been usedas an indirect meathat in a perfectly conductingplanet, ground currents
sure of the ring current. It is important to note, howwould enhanceD st by 50%. Later work by Langel and
ever, that the Dst index is actually a measurement of
Estes[1985]indicatesthat the groundcurrentsin the
the longitudinally averagedgroundperturbation at lowEarth are proportional to 29% of the external currents
latitude magnetometer stations and thus measuresthe
at dawn and 24% at dusk. Magnetopausecurrentshave
effects of many terrestrial and magnetosphericcurrent
also been shown to contribute to the field perturbasystems indiscriminately. Much work shows that the
tion
felt on Earth. Burton et al. [1975]proposedthe
ring current doescontribute significantlyto the Dst infollowing formula to remove the magnetopausecurrent
dex [e.g., Greenspanet al., 2000;Hamilton et al., 1988; contribution from the measured Dst:
Kozyra et al., 1997; Jordanova et al., 1998; Roeder et

Dst* = Dst - bx/-fi+ c,

al., 1996]. However,other currentsystemscannotbe
overlookedentirely in consideringcontributions to Dst.

where P is the solar wind dynamic pressure,b and c are
constants, and Dst* is the so-called pressure-corrected
Dst.
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One of the ways in which Dst is used to represent
the ring current is as an energyestimate via the Dessler-

Parker-Sckopke
relation. DesslerandParker [1959]and
Sckopke[1966]deriveda formulawhichrelatesthe total
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amount of energy in the ring current to the magnetic storms for which the T89 model had been modified by
Pulkkinenet al. [1991]to match data in the magnetoperturbation at the Earth's center by
tail, these modified T89 models were used. For other
•0 Wparticles
events,the T96 model was utilized.

/•Bparticles
27lB0/r•'

where/k]•particles
is the perturbationat the centerof the
Earth,-as is an Earth radius (6372 kin),/•0 is the per-

2.1.

Calculation

of Dst

current particles.
Work has also been done on the problem of the tail

accordingto the formula'

From

the

Models

The standard D st index is calculated using the desmeability of free space,B0 is the surfacedipole strength ignatedDst groundmagnetometerstations(currently
at the equator, and Wpartidesis the energyin the ring Alibag,Hermanus,Honolulu,Kakioka,and SanJuan)

currenteffecton Dst. Belovaand Maltsev[1994]con-

)
DS/;(/:)
--•I fi:1Z•/•i(t
COS(e/)

ducted a study in which they modeled the contributions of the ring current and magnetopause currents
and estimated that they were insufficient to produce
where AHi is the changein the horizontal component
the observed D st variation. Instead, they suggested
of the field at a station relative to a monthly 5-day avthat magnetotail currents may provide the majority of

eraged"quiet day," Oi is the magneticlatitude of the
Dst. Alexeevet al. [1996]used a dynamicmodel of station, and N is the total number of stations. To
the magnetosphereto try to reproduce short timescale
modelDst usingthe Tsyganenko1996model,the model
variations in Dst. Their results indicated that the tail
field was calculated

currentsmay have as large an effect on storm-time D st

•---•-'

....

at the surface of the Earth at the

bll•

IUI

bll•

•11bll•

111t)llbll

as the ring current. Maltsevet al. I1996],alsomodeled the event, in order to calculatethe quiet clayresidual.
Dst and contributing currents. They provided a formuThe algorithmdescribedabovewasthen applied.When
lation for' Dst which subtracted off a tail current, contriusingthe T89 model,which was modifiedto replicate
bution. They claimed this fbrmulation offered a better
description of storm-time physics. Jvykov and Maltsev

[1996]concluded
fromtheir'modelingresultthat the tail
currents

were the dominant

contribution

to D st.

conditionsfor particular events, the quiet residualwas
estimated by modelinga quiet interval with Kp- 1.
2.2.

Subtraction

of Tail

Current

The present study focuseson the effects of magneIn order to isolate the influence of the tail current,
totail currents on D st. Both the standard Tsyganenko
the
model was usedto calculate the magneticfield in a
models of the magnetosphericfield and modified ver"box"
in the X- Z plane from Z = -5 to Z = 5
sionswhich have been optimized to fit spacecraftdata in
andX
= -6 to X = -50 RE, uniform in Y. This rethe magnetotail for particular' events are used to recre-

gion,shownin Figure 1, wasselectedbasedon current
the strengthof Ds't in the absenceof the tail current profilesfrom the models. The curl was then taken to
systems.This analysisrevealsa significant,
thoughnot calculatett•e currentsfio•vingthroughthe box, and the
dominant,contributionof tail currentsto the Dst in- effects of these currents were then subtracted from each
dex.
groundstationbefbrethe Dst calculationwasmade.It
is important to note that the tail current contribution
ate the measured

D st.

These

are then

used to model

was also subtractedfi'om the quiet day baselinecalculation for the D.st so that the results reflect the net change
ll•'ltt IllO-•"•swei'cused111
The Tsygaii(lliKO
• , Illilgll,,*:-' •-•
'
i•xDst, rat,her t,han simply the [ot,ai changefelt on the
this study. Tsyganci•k()modelsare emt)iri('allnodelsof ground due to tlm tail ('urre•ts.

2. Modeling

the magnetic'field, }>asedon years of st)a('{•c'raf•
clara
and paramet{'rizedby vatiotasactivity indicesand solar
3. January 1997 Storm
wind conditions.The T,s•g,,,ent'o[1996](T96)model
The mo(lel DsZ was calculated for the January 1997
takesas its inptttsthe solarwind Bz and Bs-, solarxvi•cl
storm
interval. This storm has been studied in detail
dynamic pressure,and tt•e measuredD.st, and it outputs the magnetost)befitfield. It is imp()rtant to note by Lu et al. [1998]and Baker et al. [1998].Figure2
that the model usesthe measured D st coui)led with dynamic pressureas a magnetosphericdisturbanceparameter and doesnot attempt to reproduceDst either by
altering the valuesat the groundstationsor by creating
a ring current of the appropriatemagnitude. The Dst
input is usedin the T96 modelonly to parameterizethe
level of activity in the magnetosphere.The Ts•ganenko

showsthe solar wind Bz, proton density, and measured
Dst for this interval, as well as the Dst as modeled

by the Tsyganenko1996 model. Note that early on
,January11, shortly after 1100 UT, there was a pressure
pulsein the solarwind. Sincethe Tsyganenkomagnetic
field model is an empirical model, it cannot model the
detailed features in such rare events. Therefore, results

[1989](T89)model, whichparameterizesactivity using from the model during this period are not valid. The
the Kp index, wasalsousedfor severalevents.For sub- modeled D st shown in Figure 2 agreeswell with the
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1. Tail current box used to model and remove the effect of the magnetotail current

systems,

modified to match data for specific points in time, the

measured Dst, with the exception of the time of the
pressurepulse which is out of range.
Figure 3 shows the modeled Dst with and without

full time series for the storm interval

the influence

T89 modelasdescribed
by Pulkkinenet al. [1992].The

of tail currents.

The differences

between

thesetwo are modest(• 5 nT) during quiet times, and
reach a peak during the most disturbed time period of
the storm. Figure 3b showsthe measuredD st during

was not calculated.

The substormevent was modeledusing the modified
contribution

from the tail currents

to Dst was evaluated

at the end of the growth phase,when a thin and intense

this time, and Figure 3c showsthe differencebetween

currentsheetformedquite closeto the Earth [Pulkkinen et al., 1992;Baker et al., 1993].This is assumedto

the modeled

be the time

Dst

with

and without

the tail

currents.

when

with and without

this reveals a tail current

of 25.8 nT.

of the total

4.

78 nT disturbance.

Storm-Time
Another

on Dst of 22 nT out

modeled

can contribute

Substorm
event was a storm-time

2000 nT in AE.

current

con-

the tail currents revealed a difference

The resultsindicate that during storm-time substorms
the tail current intensificationduring the growth phase

substorm

that occurredon May 3, 1986. This CDAW-9 Event C
substorm took place during an 80 nT magnetic storm,
which initiated around 0400 UT on May 2, 1986. The
storm main phase was characterizedby strong AL activity with maximum disturbancesreachingto 1500 nT
in AL and around

tail

tribution to D st is largest. Calculating the model D st

There is a peak in this plot when the model was out of
range. A more reliable peak occurred at • 1025 UT;
influence

the substorm-time

The substorm

around

26 nT to the D st index.

Because

the tail current is disrupted and the field is dipolarized
after the expansion onset, the contribution to the D st
index from the tail currentsduring the expansionphase
becomesincreasingly less important. As the Dst indices were about the same magnitude during this and

the January 1997 storm (i.e., • 80 nT Dst), theseresults are quite consistent with one another.

un-

der consideration took place during the peak activity,
and was associated with • 1500 nT disturbance in AE.

5.

Substorms

Several isolated substormswere also analyzed. These
Figure 4 showsan overviewof the storm-timeDst and
events
occurred on April 29, 1986, December 10, 1996,
AU/AL. Figure4c showsthe AU/AL duringthe subMarch
4, 1979, and March 22, 1979. The indices
storm early on May 3, 1986. The substormhas been
studiedin detail by Pulkkinenet al. [1991,1992]and AU/AL and D st for theseeventsmay be foundin Figby Baker et al. [1993]. Becausethe T89 model was ures 5 - 8. The AU and AL indices were unavailable
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Figure 2. (a) Modeledarid observedDst (riot pressure-corrected)
fbr Jarmary9-12, 1997;(b,c)
solar wind conditions. The shadedregion is during a solar wind pressurepulse which is out of
range for' the model.

for the December 10, 1996 everit, so the CANOPUS

tion for these substormswas (154- 1) nT -(24 4- 2)%

CU/CL is shown.The April 1986 everitproducedonly

of Dst.

a 7 nT variation in Dst, though the AL for this everit
reached a minimum of • 400 nT. The March 22, 1979
substorm produced a 36 nT Dst arid over 1000 nT in
AL. The everit on March 4, 1979 resulted in a 600 nT
AL and a 44 nT Dst. The December 10, 1996 substorm caused a drop of • 900 nT in CL, arid 31 nT
in D st. The substorms were modeled the same way
as the storm-time

substorm:

a modified

version of the

T89 model was used which, in each case, had been optimized to fit spacecraft data in the tail for the everit
being modeled.
When all the everits were combined, the correlation
between

D st arid the tail

current

contribution

to D st

was nearly linear. The best fit tail current contribu-

When

the storm arid the storm-time

substorm

are included in this average, the tail current contribu-

tion is similar,but with largeruncertainties:(5 + 2) nT
-(24 4- 3)% of Dst. Figure 9 showsthe tail contribution for all of these everits.

The substorms

are shown

as circles, the storm is representedby a diamond, arid
the storm-time

6.

Discussion

substorm

is indicated

with an asterisk.

ß

In both the storm-time substorm and the geomagnetic storm everits, the measured Dst had a minimum
of • 80 nT, arid the tail current contribution is esti-

mated to be in the 20- 25 nT range. This suggests
that while the tail current contribution is significant,it
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Figure 3. (a) ModeledDst with and withoutthe tail current,(b) measured
Dst, and (c) the
differencein D st due to the tail current. The shadedregionis during a solarwind pressurepulse
which is out of range for the model.

is not the dominant effect, as has been argued by some
researchgroups.
Overall, there was a clear correlation between the
magnitude of Dst and the tail current contribution for
both' storms and substorms. In the case of substorms

the relationship was nearly linear, with the tail current systems contributing approximately one fourth of
the observedvariation. Given that the ring current is
known to contribute significantly to Dst, this implies a
relationship between the magnitude of the ring current
and the tail current systems.

This initial comparisonshowedlessof a correlation than

for Dst. However,sinceAU/AL wasunavailablefor one
substorm,this left only three modeledsubstorms,sono
firm conclusions
regardingAU/AL couldbe drawn.
In addition to the January 1997 event, six other
storms were analyzed using the T96 model. These
storms occurred in January, February, March, April,
June, and October 1998. The tail current contribution

for these storms (with Dst ranging from -68 to-115

nT) wasbetween20 and 30%, averaging
(26 + 3)% of

measuredD•t. This result is very consistentwith the
Since the AU/AL index is an indicator of substorm other event analysesdiscussedin this paper. However,

activity, this index was also compared with the tail current contribution to Dst for the substormsin the study.

because the modified T89 models have been matched to

actual spacecraftdata for each event, these are consid-
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eredto give a morereliableresultthan the T96 model which have been modified to match spacecraRdata in
alone. Thus, the detailed analysesusingT89 have been

the magnetotail, in order to provide a more statistical

predominantlyrelied on for the overallconclusions
of study of the tail current contribution to Dst. However,
the paper. It wouldbe an interestingstudy,in the fu- at this time, only a limited number of suchmodelsexist,
ture, to put togethera largercollectionof thesemodels and we have made use of all that were available. Further
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work with larger storms was not undertaken becauseit

other current systemscontribute as well. This modwouldbe outsidethe validity rangeof the Tsyganenko eling result showsthat the tail current contribution is
models.

significant,thoughnot dominant,both duringstorms
and substorms. In each casethis contribution is • 25%

7.

of the measured Dst variation.

Conclusion

While D st is often assumedto representthe magnitude of the ring current, much work has shown that
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